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"What compels life without a soul?" Comics legends Gilbert (Palomar, Luba, Speak of the Devil) and Mario
(Mister X, Me for the Unknown) Hernandez join forces to present a bizarre, sexy view of the future!
Twenty years ago, the most famous, lifelike robot in the world was engulfed in scandal, arrested, and
deactivated. Since then, an antirobot movement has developed, while body modification is in and prosthetic
limbs have become hot black-market items. Stories like these are the stock in trade of gossip blogger Sergio
Bauntin, whose startling revelations earn him the constant scrutiny of both the mob and the city's mysterious
investigators, the Truth Takers. When Sergio catches wind of sightings of the long-missing robot celebrity
CTZ-RX-1, all of these interests will collide in violence and intrigue.
This handsome hardcover collection also features a new cover by Gilbert, sketches and behind-the-scenes
material from Mario, and a special pinup from third Hernandez brother Jaime (Locas, The Education of
Hopey Glass)!
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From reader reviews:

Glen Hoffman:

The book Citizen Rex gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big
problem using your subject. If you can make reading a book Citizen Rex to get your habit, you can get
considerably more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about some or all
subjects. You may know everything if you like available and read a publication Citizen Rex. Kinds of book
are several. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this e-
book?

Dawn Dustin:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. We all
know that that book is very important for all of us. The book Citizen Rex ended up being making you to
know about other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages
for you. The book Citizen Rex is not only giving you considerably more new information but also for being
your friend when you sense bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your e-book. Try to make
relationship with all the book Citizen Rex. You never experience lose out for everything if you read some
books.

Marla Fiske:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be revise about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era which can be always change and move ahead. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice in your case but the problems
coming to a person is you don't know which you should start with. This Citizen Rex is our recommendation
to make you keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in this era.

Donald Burgess:

A lot of book has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is known as of
book Citizen Rex. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it can add
your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about guide. It can
bring you from one location to other place.
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